
Two prominent NDPers turned Liberals were sent to the West
Coast last week to tell British Columbians on the left to vote
Liberal in order to defeat the Conservatives. In the remaining
weeks of this campaign we can expect to see both the NDP and
the Liberals pushing Green voters to desert their chosen party,
and the Conservative party urging people to vote for them to
avoid another minority government. Many Canadian voters
will be told that their personal choice will be a ‘wasted’ vote.

‘Why is it that most politicians’ solution to Canada’s current
electoral stalemate is to push citizens to overlook their true
preferences?’ asks Fair Voting BC president Bruce Hallsor. ‘Can
we really say we have a healthy democracy, if the only way we
can produce a functional government is for citizens to vote en
masse against their conscience?’

Our current electoral system, First-Past-the-Post, was
designed for only two parties. When multiple parties earn seats
the result is usually short-lived, dysfunctional governments that
only represent aminority of voters, says Hallsor.

‘Multiple parties are not an anomaly, they are the face of a
modern Canada, instead of trying to bully voters into fitting a
square peg into a round hole—we need to find a system that

meets our evolving needs,’ he adds.
Proportional systems, which are used in the majority of

Western democracies, can accommodate multiple parties while
delivering long lasting and functional governments that
represent amajority of people.

In British Columbia, voters will have a second chance to
change their electoral system in a referendum on May 12th,
2009. They will be voting for BC-STV (Single Transferable
Vote), the electoral system recommended by the BC Citizens’
Assembly, after a year of voter consultation and deliberation.
The change to BC-STV was supported by 58% of British
Columbians in 2005—the government allowed a 42% minority
veto to override thatmajority support.

Single Transferable Vote is a proportional system that
allows voters to express all of their preferences, thus
eliminating the need to vote against your conscience.

‘British Columbians have an historic opportunity’ says
Hallsor, ‘not only to fix our broken system provincially, but also

to jump start necessary reforms across the country’.�
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